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Abstract - The biometric systems are the systems which used the information of the person to identify the person. The 
process of biometric systems is reliable and effective approach to search out the identity of the person. Currently, the 
research work is focused to design the multimodal system by using the different classification approaches. But the 
performance of the previous conventional approaches was not suitable to achieve the better recognition rate. To expel 
the certain shortcomings, MSVM (Multi-class Support Vector Machine) which relied on the kernel mapping (KM).The 
planned approach MSVM-KM is utilized for the multi-modal system. The purpose behind the use of MSVM-KM is to 
enhance the accuracy with the recognition of the human face, fingerprints and iris recognition. Firstly, proposed 
approach performed the preprocessing to expel the noise and to enhance the quality of the recognition process. After 
this, the proposed approach collaborated with GWT (Gabor Wave Transformation) that dependent upon the feature 
extraction of face, iris, palm, fingerprint, etc specifically for the classification. At last, the proposed approach 
concatenated with MSVM to improve the recognition rate. The simulation outcome on the basis of the metrics like the 
computational time (CT), recognition rate (RR) and TPR (True Positive Rate) is given. The outcome demonstrated that 
the proposed approach is better in above mentioned terms to enhance the recognition rate and to expel the 
computation time as compared with the previous used approaches. 
 
Keywords - SVM (Support Vector Machine), MSVM (Multiclass Support Vector Machine), GWT (Gabor Wave 
Transformation) and  MSVM-KM (Multicalss Support Vector Machine- Kernel Mapping ). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the world of innovation, protection turns into a notable issue in the programmed security frameworks. The security required 
a few things as the classification, Authentication, honesty, non-denial and a great deal of accessibility on the system. 
Classification is the validation for access the information [1].Biometrics frameworks checked the people dependent on their 
identity i.e. the attributes characteristic to the people. These attributes (otherwise called modalities) exceptionally distinguish 
people from a whole populace dependent on their inborn physical or social characteristics. These modalities have different key 
points of interest, for example, non-renouncement, not transferable, not guessable and furthermore give an abnormal state of 
insurance against misrepresentation. The characterization of the biometric frameworks are appeared in figure 1. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Classification of Biometric Systems [2] 
Biometric frameworks are ordered in different fields of acknowledgment that dependent on the individual's conduct and 
physical properties. 
1) Face Biometrics:It is a standout amongst the most adaptable biometric recognizable proof techniques which can work 

notwithstanding when the subject is uninformed of being checked. This strategy demonstrates an exceptionally 
encouraging approach to seek proficiently through masses of individuals who spend just couple of moments before a 
scanner i.e. a computerized camera.  

2) Retina/Iris Biometric:A strategy for biometric confirmation that utilizes design acknowledgment strategies dependent on 
high-goals pictures of the irises of a person's eye. Iris acknowledgment uses indistinguishable innovation from cameras 
combined with unpretentious infrared light to decrease the specular reflection from the raised cornea.. 

3) Fingerprint:Fingerprint based security frameworks are generally prominent because of their capability to dependably 
distinguish individuals dependent on a close all inclusive physical quality. In addition, the headways of innovation have 
prompted advancement of unique mark acknowledgment frameworks that are little and reasonable.  

4) Palm Biometric:Palm vein is a standout amongst the most secure biometrics and is the world's first contactless individual 
ID framework. It works by catching the vein design picture of an individual while emanating it with close infrared beams. 
Its claim to fame is that it can recognize the vein design on the human palm with most extreme exactness.  
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5) Voice Biometric: Voice acknowledgment frameworks play out the errand of approving a person's guaranteed personality 
by utilizing certain attributes extricated from his or her voice. A common case of voice confirmation is in phone managing 
an account frameworks where the framework works with the client's learning and furthermore requires co-activity from 
the clients [3][4]. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Biometric System 
A. Biometric Features and Authentication Process  
In new technique, biometric highlights could be isolated in two fundamental gatherings:  
1) Physiological are respected to the body shape and consequently it changes from individual to individual face, unique 

mark, hand signal and iris acknowledgment are a few delineations of this sort of biometric. 
2) Behavioural are respected to the idea of individual. 
3) Hardly any precedents for this situation, are signature, key-stroke, dynamic and of voice.  
A traditional validation process comprises of two stages are verification and enrolment. In the enrolment step, a biometric 
include set is removed shape the clients biometric data and layout produced and saved.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Biometric Authentication Process 
The check step, the comparative separated component technique is connected to inquiry biometric data and outcome the 
question include set is utilized to manufacture a question format. The format inquiry is coordinated against the put away layout 
for validation framework [5]. 
B. Multi-Model Biometric System  
The shortcomings seen in the unimodal biometric systems were utilized becayuse of the  raised rejection,  and the degraded 
performance of the biometric system.Every one of these constraints are required to be overseen. Thusly, the multimodal 
biometric framework is presented. The frameworks are more solid because of the nearness of numerous, free biometrics .The 
expression "multimodal" is utilized to join at least two diverse biometric wellsprings of a man (like face and unique mark) 
detected by various sensors. Two unique properties (like infrared and reflected light of the equivalent biometric source, 3D 
shape and reflected light of a similar source detected by a similar sensor) of the equivalent biometric can likewise be joined 
[2]. There are further fundamental biometric frameworks that went under the multi show biometric frameworks that are as 
beneath. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Architecture of Multi Modal Biometric System [6] 
This sort of biometric frameworks obtained the source data shape the diverse pictures and process on every one of them, called 
multi display framework. The working of multimodal framework dependent on the three sorts of the administrators to be 
specific, sequential mode administrator, parallel mode and the various leveled mode. One administrator is constantly required 
for the methodology of multimodal framework.  In figure 4, the multimodal engineering portrayed with the working procedure 
of multimodal framework is with multi sensor systems, multi algorithm system, multi instance system and multi sample 
system[7]. 
The overall research work is partitioned into different sections. Each section has its own relevant description. The first section 
is the introduction part which included the basic information about the biometric system and the multimodel system.Second 
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section is about the different modules of multimodal with its enormous advantages. The third section gives the information 
about the previous researchers completed for the biometric systems. Section four is represented the proposed techniques to 
fulfill the requirements of the currentresearch work such as the lee filter, GWT and multiclass SVM. After this section five 
gives the obtained outcomes and comparison with the existing work. At last, section six gives the overall conclusion and the 
scope of the research in future. 
II. MODULES OF MULTI-MODEL BIOMETRIC SYSTEM 
There are primary four modules of multimodel biometric:  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Different Modules of Multimodal Biometric 
1) Sensor Module: These are the modules utilized for the element extraction. Every one of these modalities given for the 

info picture. The recently made crude information vector might be handled specifically or highlights might be extricated 
from it. An essential proviso with respect to sensor level combination is that it is just conceivable to meld information 
when tests of the equivalent biometric quality are utilized. This dimension of combination is once in a while endeavored 
in multi-modular biometrics since crude information (from numerous modes) can't be genuinely joined.  

2) Feature Extraction Module: All the highlights are caught from the diverse modularity's. After element extraction these 
measured quality's given to the coordinating module for the examination of highlights. Highlight extraction calculations 
are united into a solitary list of capabilities by the use of suitable element standardization, change and decrease plans.  

3) Matching Module: The new particularity is contrasted and the past information put away at the database. At this 
dimension, the match scores yield by various specialists are joined to create another yield (a scalar or vector) that can be 
therefore utilized for basic leadership. Combination at this dimension is the most ordinarily utilized and looked into of all 
combination levels in multimodal biometric frameworks.  

4) DecisionMaking Module: A last measured quality is chosen in this part. A choice depends on the coordinating modules. 
Combination at this dimension is the most dynamic, where acknowledge/dismiss choices are merged into one last 
arrangement choice [8]. 
 

A. Characteristics of Multi Modal Biometric System 
There are different points of interest over the unimodal framework. Multi modular defeats the shortcomings of unimodal and 
have some different highlights that are as pursue:-  
1) Effective results. 
2) User neighborly  
3) Multi modular can without much of a stretch handle the boisterous information, intra-class variety.  
4) Deter to parody assault.  
5) Enhanced coordinating execution [9]. 

 
B. Applications of Multi Modal Biometric System 
Programmed security frameworks are likewise needing exceptionally effective biometric framework. Multimodal biometric 
framework results are higher effective and solid in the ongoing applications. The fields of utilizations of this framework is as 
underneath  
1) Border administration and common applications.  
2) Government applications. 
3) Business exchanges.  
4) Personal data  
5) Online client check [10]. 

 
III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
This section is about the study of the existing multimodal biometric systems. 
Jagadiswary, D., et al., (2016) [11]proposed the fused multi-modal system which had the tendency to give various facilities 
for the design of the unibiometric system. The facilities were about the accuracy in verficiation, to enhance the space mainly to 
coordinate with the other subjects. Generally, the concept of biometric was obtained from the designing of pattern recognition. 
Currently, the optical sensors like the scanning devices and the cameras were utilized espeicially to record the image with its 
unique characteristics. The designing of biometric systems were trained the biometics to generate the different identity which 
increased the false acceptance rate (FAR) and decreased the genuine acceptance rate (GAR). The planned and enhanced 
multimodal design was relied on the process of feature extraction which was processed by retina, fingerprints and so on. The 
used tool was MATLAB and it determined the uniqueness of the updated design of the system. The performance of the 
planned design was enhanced by using RSA in which GAR was 95.3% and FAR was 0.01%.Singh, P., et al., 
(2017)[12]suggested a new biometric system which used the ear and iris. The entire process was firstly initialized by edge 
detection through the selection of features by utilizing the principal component analysis (PCA) approaches. This process was 
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continuously used in several applications. The multiple biometric system was collaborated with the features of the biometric 
system that were called unibiometric system. These were especially used for the physiological identification. It was 
demonstrated from the research that, the combined biometric eleements were gives the more reliable andaccurate 
outcomes.Dinca, L.M., et al.,  (2017) [13]performed a survey on multimodal biometric system with the fusion approaches and 
the security concepts. The collaboration was the major need in the designing of multi biometric system, and the technique was 
assisted to combine the several biometric methods in the solitary design. The overall segment was planned to arrange the 
combinational technique. The security areas was being the exhaustive audit of the present problems. For instance, the security 
formatting and the encryption of biometric systems. The present trends and the isses were deeply described in the 
research.Kim, Y.G., et al., (2012) [14]revised the different multi biometric approaches with the use of biometrics fusion and 
the other feasible terms. From the past few decades, the concept of biometric systems were being more fascinating. The 
process of biometric system was used the physiological features such as face, fingerprints, thumb prints, voice, iris and so on 
mainly for the identification of individuals. The collaboration of many approaches were enhanced the performance as compare 
with the unimodal. Previously discussion about the different applications of the smart tv’s were based on the processing of 
multi-modal biometric system.Raja, J., et al., (2018) [15] worked for the recognition of multi-modal biometric system. 
ESVM-KM approach was utilized to enhance the effectiveness of the multimodal recognition with faces, fingerprints and iris 
recognition. ESVM- KM was initially worked on the preprocessing generally to expel the noise and to form the better quality 
of the recognition process. Subsequently, the proposed approach was utilized with GWT (Gabor wavelet transformation) and it 
was reliant on the feature extraction. Eventually, the support vector machine classifier (SVMC) were improved the recognition 
rate of the biometric system. The results were obtained on the basis of the metrics like computational time  (CT) and TPR 
(True Positive Rate). 
IV. PROPOSED TECHNIQUES 
A. Lee Filter  
It is superior to above channels in edge conservation. It depends on multiplicative spot model and uses neighborhood 
measurements to save points of interest. Lee channel chips away at the fluctuation premise, i.e. in the event that change of the 
territory is low, it performs smoothing activity yet not for high fluctuation. That implies it can safeguard points of interest in 
low and in high complexity henceforth it has versatile nature [16]. The organization was established in 1967 as a major aspect 
of the gathering that wound up Lee International. Lee Filters is a maker of shading channels and shading gels for the 
amusement lighting, film and photography ventures. Their shading gels for stage lighting are the business standard in Europe 
while contending with different brands, for example, Rosco. 
B. Gabor Wavelet Transformation (Feature Extraction) 
A Gabor molecule (or capacity) was proposed by Hungarian-conceived electrical specialist Dennis Gabor in 1946. These days, 
Gabor capacities are regularly utilized for highlight extraction, particularly in surface based picture examination (e.g., 
characterization, division or edge location) and all the more for all intents and purposes in the a wide range of biometric 
frameworks. In doing as such, we can just observe only the data that is controlled by the state of the utilized wavelet. The 
Gabor molecules can likewise be found in the expressions of a wavelet change. In particular, Gabor wavelets are made from 
one specific molecule by expansion (and pivot in two-dimensional case). These Gabor wavelet give a total picture portrayal 
[17].  
2D Gabor function can be expressed as: 
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W refers to the complex modulation frequency of Gaussian function. 

 
Figure 6. Real Part of Gabor wavelet with 4 scales and 8 orientations [18] 

Applications of Gabor Wavelet Transform: Coming up next are a few applications in which subsidiaries can be acquired by 
utilizing the Gabor wavelet. For the discovery of edges, corner recognition, biometric frameworks, mass location et cetera 
[18]. 

 
C. Multi-Class  Support Vector Machine Algorithm 
MSVM offer a standout amongst the most exact outcomes. M-SVM are exact due to their high speculation property to order 
obscure models. However M-SVM calculations have been to a great extent confined to basic 2-class (parallel) grouping issues. 
Be that as it may, various handy applications include multi-class characterizations - like recognizing the universe that a star 
has a place with, remote detecting applications, and so forth. The absolute most utilized outfit SVM approaches incorporate 
For both double SVMs and also outfit class SVMs, in the ongoing years, taking care of substantial datasets has turned into a 
burdensome assignment. Information Scientists are overpowered with the measure of information and the requirement for 
exorbitant information pre-preparing that this blast has caused [19]. Figure 7 shows the essential thought of help vector 
machine. 
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Figure 7. Support Vector Machine [20] 
Advantages of Using MSVM: The advantages of the MSVM technique can be summarised as follows: 
 

a) By presenting the portion, MSVMs gain adaptability in the decision of the type of the edge isolating dissolvable from 
ruined organizations, which needs not be direct and even needs not have the equivalent utilitarian shape for all information. 

b) MSVMs give a decent out-of-test speculation, if the parameters C and r (on account of a Gaussian bit) are properly picked. 
This implies, by picking a fitting speculation review, SVMs can be powerful, notwithstanding when the preparation test has 
some inclination.  

c) MSVMs convey a one of a kind arrangement, since the optimality issue is arched. This is favorable position contrasted 
with Neural Networks, which have numerous arrangements. 

d) The estimations of its money related proportions are contrasted and the ones of the help vectors of the preparation test 
which are more like this new organization [21]. 
 

V. RESULT DISCUSSION 
In this section, described the result discussion in detailed and an important part of the design and development of a biometric 
authentication system is the process of evaluating and determining system performance, which is an indication of the system 
accuracy before the system is used in real-life application. This chapter looks at the most commonly used methods of 
evaluating the performance of multi-model biometric authentication systems. It also provides information on one of the 
currently available multi-modal databases used in evaluating the proposed methods.  

 
(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

Figure 8. (i) Upload Face Image (ii) upload Iris Image and (iii) Fingerprint Images 
The above figure shows that the upload faces image from the training dataset. Figure defined that the upload the test image. In 
the original test image extract the features or components the RGB  forms. The real test image is read in the 3D format.  The 
black and White image to optimize the 2D dimensional matrix. To classify the constitute in a Gray Scale Image. The distortion 
verify in the gray scale face, iris and fingerprint image. Is a form of noise sometimes seen on images. It is also known as im-
pulse noise. This distortion can be caused by sharp and sudden disturbances in the image signal. It presents itself as sparsely 
occurring white and black pixels. 
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(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
(iii) 

 
Figure 9. Feature Extraction (Gabor Detection) 

 
The Gabor wavelet transformation used Gabor filter for efficient feature extraction. The functions of the Gabor wavelet 
transformation is described as follows, initially the Gabor filters is applied on pre-processed input image to extract features 
from many frequencies arranged in at different angles. After that, determine the Gabor facial, iris and fingerprint features with 
the help of convolution process of Gabor filter bank with the input images. Finally, the amplitude of Gabor filter bank is used 
for extracting the features from the image. Features are selected to represent distinctive biometrics characteristics in image for 
effective human recognition. The frequency and orientation of Gabor filter provide prominent information of shape or pattern 
of digital image. An orientation provides the information regarding location of edges and shapes in image. 
 
Comparison Graph 
In this section, described that the comparison between proposed work (MC-SVM) and exitsing work (ESVM) algorithm.  
 
Recognition Rate 

 
Figure 10. Comparison – Recognition Rate (%) 

The figure define that the comparison between proposed and existing work with ESVM algorithm. In existing work with 
ESVM recognition rate value is 90% and proposed work with MC-SVM algorithm value is 98 %. In MC-SVM algorithm 
implement to improve and  extract the feature and classify the multi-model biometric authentication system.  

 
Figure 11. Comparison – True Positive  Rate (%) 
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The figure define that the comparison between proposed and existing work with ESVM algorithm. In existing work with 
ESVM true positive  rate value is 90% and proposed work with MC-SVM algorithm value is 97.9 %. In MC-SVM algorithm 
implement to improve and  extract the feature and classify the multi-model biometric authentication system.  

 
Figure 12.  Comparison – Computation Time  (msec) 

The figure define that the comparison between proposed and existing work with ESVM algorithm. In existing work with 
ESVM computational time is 60 msec and proposed work with MC-SVM algorithm value is 57 msec. In MC-SVM algorithm 
implement to reduce the computational time  and  extract the feature and classify the multi-model biometric authentication 
system.  
 

Table 1.  Proposed Work Performance metrics 
 

Performance Metrics  Values  
Recognition Rate  98 % 
True Positive Rate 97 % 
Computation Time  57 % 
FAR 0.0086 
FRR 0.0014 

 
Table 2. Comparison Performance Metrics 

 
Performance 

Metrics 
Proposed 
Work  

Existing 
Work  

Recognition 
Rate (%) 

98% 91% 

True Positive 
rate (%) 

97.8% 90% 

Computation 
Time 

57.8  60 

 
Table 1 and 2 described that the proposed work  and comparison performance metrics like as the recognition rate, true positive 
rate, computation time, false acceptance rate and the false rejection rate. 
 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
To conclude, the multiclass support vector machine (MSVM) with the use of kernel mapping is considered to fulfil the aim to 
improve the performance in the multimodal recogntion by using fingerprints, iris and the face. At the beginning, the proposed 
approach MSVM-KN is trained with the use of the lee filter mainly to perform preprocessing. Subsequently, the noise from 
the gathered images is diminished to enhance the quality of the image specifically to enhance the preprocessing process. The 
proposed approach is associated to GWT (Gabor Wave Transformation) to perform the procedure for the feature extraction in 
which the unique features are extracted such as fingerprints, face, iris, palm for the classification. Eventually, the proposed 
approach was evaluated the similarity sum by using mapping with the previous stored database of person’s identity. The 
performance parameters are RR (Recognition Rate), CT (Computational Time) and TPR (True Positive Rate). The 
experimental results depicted that the proposed approach MSVM-KM gives the better results as compared to other approaches 
trained for the biometric systems.  
In future the main objective is to enhance the image resolution mainly in the biometric systems. The quality of the images for  
the detection and recognition is enhanced by using the different techniques. Additionally, the transformation of images in the 
biometric system is improved by using GWT (Gabor Wave Transformation) specifically on the texture, face expression and 
the other relevant researchers. 
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